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NEW QUESTION: 1
An engineer must ensure that a device registers to Cisco VCS-C. Which protocol accomplishes
this task?
A. MGCP
B. H.264
C. H.260
D. SIP
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
In a digitally-signed message transmission using a hash function,
A. The message digest is encrypted in the private key of the sender.
B. The message is encrypted in the private key of the sender.
C. The message digest is encrypted in the public key of the sender.
D. The message is encrypted in the public key of the sender.
Answer: A
Explanation:
The hash function generates a message
digest. The message digest is encrypted with the private key of the
sender. Thus, if the message can be opened with the sender's public
key that is known to all, the message must have come from the
sender. The message is not encrypted with the public key because the

message is usually longer than the message digest and would take
more computing resources to encrypt and decrypt. Because the message
digest uniquely characterizes the message, it can be used to verify
the identity of the sender.
Answers "The message digest is encrypted in the public key of the sender" and "The message is
encrypted in the public key of the sender" will not work because a message encrypted in the
public key of the sender can only be read by using the private key of the sender. Because the
sender is the only one who knows this key, no one else can read the message.
Answer "The message is encrypted in the private key of the sender" is incorrect because the
message is not encrypted, but the message digest is encrypted.

NEW QUESTION: 3
A male client is experiencing auditory hallucinations. His nurse enters the room and he tells her
that his mother is talking to him, and he will take his medicine after she leaves. The nurse looks
around the room and sees that she and the client are the only ones in the room. The nurse's
most therapeutic response will be:
A. "Why don't you finish talking to her, and I'll wait."
B. "I don't see your mother in the room. Let's talk about how you're feeling."
C. "She may be here, but I can't see her."
D. "OK, I'll come back later when you're feeling more like taking your medicine."
Answer: B
Explanation:
(A) This response uses the principle of reality orientation by the nurse telling the client that he
or she does not see anything, but it does recognize his feelings. (B) This response does not
make it clear that the nurse does not see anyone else in the room, and the nurse leaves the
client alone to continue hallucinating. (C) This response leaves room for doubt; the nurse is
further confusing the client by this statement. (D) This response reinforces the hallucination
and implies that the nurse sees his mother, too.

NEW QUESTION: 4
An engineer must protect their company against ransom ware attacks. Which solution allows
the engineer to block the execution stage and prevent file encryption?
A. Use Cisco AMP deployment with the Malicious Activity Protection engineer enabled.
B. Use Cisco Firepower with Intrusion Policy and snort rules blocking SMB exploitation.
C. Use Cisco Firepower and block traffic to TOR networks.
D. Use Cisco AMP deployment with the Exploit Prevention engine enabled.
Answer: A
Explanation:
Ransomware are malicious software that locks up critical resources of the users.
Ransomware uses well-established public/private key cryptography which leaves the only way
of recovering the files being the payment of the ransom, or restoring files from backups.
Cisco Advanced Malware Protection (AMP) for Endpoints Malicious Activity Protection (MAP)
engine defends your endpoints by monitoring the system and identifying processes that exhibit
malicious activities when they execute and stops them from running. Because the MAP engine
detects threats by observing the behavior of the process at run time, it can generically
determine if a system is under attack by a new variant of ransomware or malware that may
have eluded other security products and detection technology, such as legacy signature-based
malware detection. The first release of the MAP engine targets identification, blocking, and
quarantine of ransomware attacks on the endpoint.
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